
6 CFM of Compressed air at  70psi (minimum)  125 max however it is usually 
100 – 120 psi and we can supply more that CFM if requested.  Can be 
furnished to  your booth if requested.     This show takes a lot of air so we 
need your help to contact the WITS office before the show and let us know 
which booth number needs air.   Since most of the air comes from overhead 
off the catwalks, we have to run the air hoses on Saturday before the show.       

We have two compressors to provide 
the massive amounts of air needed . 
A 75HP compressor in the Basement 
of Century as shown in this picture. 
 
Ingersoll-Rand here in Wichita will 
also have an air compressor  in their 
booth  that will be  hooked to the 
Century II system. 



A hose with a disconnect will be at the back of your booth  the  
disconnect is a ¼  inch  “industrial style”  coupling .    

The Exhibitor has to provide the hose from WITS  Show disconnect to the 
Exhibitor’s  machine(s).  The WITS volunteer air staff will not hook the air to 
the machines.   This is a ¼ inch “industrial style” plug which should be on the 
end of the Exhibitors hoses to plug into the WITS air system hose.  

If you have problems during the show  come to the WITS air hose staging area 
of Century II Expo Hall.  During the show we will have volunteers setting up the 
air system, however we will not be responsible to  connect  to your machines.    
Question  contact the WITS office.   



If the ¼ air hose is not enough we have the (2) larger sizes including  ½ or ¾  air 
hose.    Please be sure to contact the WITS show with your Air Requirements 
before the show as we will have to run some of the larger hoses before the 
machines are set. 

The WITS show will have an air drier on the air supply but the Exhibitor should 
have a filter on the air system before connecting to your equipment.   Besure 
to let the hoses blow out before connecting to the machines as most of these 
line are used only every other year. 

A picture of the one of 
the  manifold  WITS has 
for the large machine 
exhibitors.  


